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Abstract

This paper describes the impact of DRAM process on the logic circuit performance of Memory�Logic
Merged Integrated Circuit and the alternative circuit design technology to o�set the performance penalty�
Extensive circuit and routing simulations have been performed to study the logic circuit performance
degradation when the merged chip is implemented on DRAM process� Three logic processes���� �m�
����m� and ����m� and two corresponding contemporary DRAM��	Mb and ���Mb� processes have been
selected for the study knowing that the performance di�erence between the logic and DRAM processes
can be extrapolated for the advanced processes� The simulation results show that the logic circuit
performance is degraded about ��� on DRAM process including the increased interconnect delay due
to less interconnect layers available in DRAM process� The silicon area is increased up to ��� depending
on the number of net and components when implementing a logic circuit in a DRAM process� Simulation
results show that the performance penalty can be well o�set if the same circuit used in the simulation
is implemented using dynamic circuit techniques�
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� Introduction

Since the actual memory bandwidth of a system is limited by o��chip interconnects� the memory access

time is improved dramatically by utilizing the bandwidth available from internal arrays if a core processor

and DRAM are integrated into a single chip� Typically� there are less than two dozen o��chip interconnects

available on a DRAM part� and for the densest DRAM technologies the interconnects provide typically

��MB�sec of bandwidth per part even though the actual bandwidth is much higher� This is in contrast to

the � to � GB�sec bandwidth needed to support the core of most modern microprocessor� The bandwidth

requirement on graphics chip is even higher� In fact� the actual bandwidth inside the memory part is much

higher� Only a small percentage of the actual number of memory bits read from these internal memory

arrays are actually made available o��chip� Most of the bandwidth actually present inside the memory

chip is discarded on the system level because of the limited I�Os� and then painfully regained through

replication 	�
� This limited bandwidth then causes designers of even higher performance CPU chips to

spend more of their CPU silicon chip area and external glue logic on bandwidth acceleration and memory

subsystem support circuits 	�
� DRAM�Logic merged technology now permits very signi�cant amount of

logic to be placed on DRAM chips� meaning that the bandwidth available from internal memory arrays

can be utilized directly by one or more CPUs placed directly on the chip� The second advantage is heat

removal� If memory bus can be eliminated by integrating DRAM and core processor into a single chip�

almost of the memory bus related power dissipation which is major portion of total power dissipation of

the system can be removed�

With demand for better graphics driving frame refresh rates above ��Hz� increasing pixel resolution to

��� � ����� added color bits like �� bits�pixel� and new graphics software� the bandwidth requirement

on DRAM is increasing signi�cantly� from several tens of Mb�sec in ���� to over ���Mb�sec 	�
� The

number of DRAM bits per chip is so large that one to two chips have the capacity for most graphics

applications� Therefore� how to get high bandwidth from one or two chips with limited I�O becomes an

issue� driving thoughts like integrating both DRAM and logic on the same chip� This concept is being

more emphasized in graphics controller chip design� because a total integration with a graphics controller

and macro based DRAM frame bu�ers is the promising approach with respect to cost� performance� and

power� DRAM macros provide bandwidth by wide data bus and on�chip speed� Independent address per

macro also provides �exibilities in memory�to�screen mapping 	�
�

As silicon fabrication technology develops� it is a matter of time until DRAM�Logic merged chip is a
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commonplace� It is likely that embedded DRAM will become as common as embedded SRAM at some

point� Since the �rst paper was published on the DRAM�Logic merged chip design in ����	�
� several

papers have been published on DRAM�Logic merged chip using DRAM process technology� A product

was announced on revolutionary graphics controller chip that embedded � Mb frame bu�er on the die

alongside the controller logic using an available ��Mb DRAM process 	�
� Another chip design that merged

���K custom circuits and ���Mb DRAM onto a single die has been announced 	�
� Even at higher level

integration using more advanced process technology� the potential exists to integrate a considerable amount

of logic circuits and a memory� especially DRAM on one chip� For example� it is possible to integrate a

microprocessor� ���Kb SRAM and ��Mb DRAM all at one chip using ���Mb DRAM process technology

modi�ed to add the necessary metal levels� Just as there are reasons the embedded DRAM will run fast�

there are reasons the logic next to it will run slowly� Those include the limitations of DRAM processes�

However� any quantitative investigation has not been carried out on many open issues which deals with

the slower speed of the DRAM transistors� routing area penalty due to two less metal layers of DRAM

process� circuit technology to o�set those device performance penalty� In this paper the logic device

performance penalty on DRAM process has been investigated� penalty model has been extracted� the gate

delay penalty model has been veri�ed with realistic critical path circuit simulations of the state of the art

���bit microprocessors� and routing area overhead has been predicted based on experiments�

� Di�erences of Logic and DRAM Processes

Logic and memory processes are being developed in di�erent directions� Logic process has been devel�

oped for speed performance and DRAM process has been developed for density and reliability� Therefore�

there are many aspects of both processes that are very di�erent�

��� Leakage Current of Logic Process

For transistors in DRAM� it is extremely important to reduce the leakage current of storage capacitor

through pass transistor� and threshold voltage is increased by applying substrate bias to reduce the leakage

current� On the other hand� the substrate is biased at �V in logic process for low threshold voltage and

high speed� Therefore� leakage current is the big obstacle in implementing DRAM using logic process� and

it is worthwhile to investigate the leakage current of logic process and its impact on DRAM refresh cycle�
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Leakage current components are tunneling currents through gate oxide� drain junction in the sub�micron

device� and sub�threshold currents�

Gate tunneling current density can be determined making the worst�case assumption that the entire

supply voltage appears across the entire gate�	�


Jox � J�E
�
oxe

�ktox ���

where � J� � ��� x ���� �A�cm�� � was adjusted to match experimental data� The imaginary part of the

wave vector k is given by

k �
�k�
�

�

V
��� ���min���

V

�
������ ���

These expressions are valid for voltages both above and below the barrier potential �� which was taken to

be ���V� The pre�exponential constant k� � �����A was used� Using those Equations ��� and ���� tunneling

current of a transistor assuming W�����m� L�����m for gate oxide of ���Aand �V power supply is

�����fA� which is very negligible� That speci�c transistor geometry was chosen because the minimum

storage capacitance for DRAM is ��fF considering � particle e�ect�

The other leakage current component is junction leakage current which becomes more signi�cant as

doping concentration increases� In order to �nd out the junction leakage current at a given doping concen�

tration� the maximum electric �eld across the drain junction has to be found out �rst� And the maximum

electric �eld in the drain junction can be determined from the junction voltage� which in the worst case

will be the supply voltage plus the built�in junction potential�

Ej �

s
�qn�V � Vb�

�si
���

For simplicity step junction approach has been taken and it gives us the junction built�in voltage Vb � ���V �

Given the maximum electric �eld the junction tunneling current can be determined using the following

equation	�
�

Jj � G�V
Ei

E�
e
�

E�
Ej ���
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The constant E� � ��� x ��� V�cm was taken from Fair and Wivell 	
� and the pre�exponential factor G�

� � x ���A�Vcm� was chosen as an empirical constant� Using Equations ��� and ��� the junction tunneling

current can be determined as �����fA for ������ x �����cm� doping concentration� which is again very

negligible amount�

So far we have found out that the tunneling current components of the leakage current in logic process

are not considerable� Now let us investigate the sub�threshold current of the same device used for tunneling

currents in logic process� There was a discontinuity problem in the classical SPICE� model� which fails

to provide continuous I�V curve� That problem has been solved in the BSIM model by considering the

continuity of drain current and the �rst order equation in the sub�threshold voltage region� And the

sub�threshold current in the BSIM model is given by�	�


Isub �
Iexp � Ilim
Ilim � Llim

���

where Iexp is the term to express the di�usion due to bias voltage and given by�

Iexp � �o�Vtm�
�e���e

VGS�VTH
nVtm ��� e

�

V DS
Vtm

�
���

where VTH is BSIM model threshold voltage and given by�

VTH � VFB � PHI �K��PHI � VBS�
���
�K��PHI � VBS� ���

where VFB is �at band voltage of the device� PHI is two times the Fermi potential� K� represents body

e�ect� and K� explains the non�uniform doping pro�le in the channel� �� is intrinsic transconductance and

given by�

�o � �oCox�W�L� ��

where �o is gate �eld mobility reduction factor�

An empirical expression for Ilim can be derived such that sub�threshold is saturated as VGS increases
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toward strong inversion area�

Ilim �
���Vtm�

�

�
���

where Vtm is thermal voltage which equals to �����V at room temperature and n is a sub�threshold

coe�cient and is given by�

n � n� � nb�VBS � nd�VDS ����

where nb� and nd� are the proportional constants which represent the dependency of n on VBS and VDS�

respectively�

The size of pass transistor in DRAM is usually minimum and assumed to be ����m�����m for ����m

logic process� Using ����m logic process parameters of tox ����A� � � ������cm���V�sec�� W�L���������

VGS����V� VTH����V� and VDS � ���V� Iexp and Ilim can be obtained to be ���� x �����A and ��� x

����A� respectively� Consequently� the sub�threshold current for the given device is ���� x �����A� It turns

out that sub�threshold leakage current is dominant over tunneling leakage current� and the total amount

of leakage current in the logic process requires ����ms refresh cycle time because ��� leakage of the total

stored charge is regarded as a failure� ����ms refresh cycle is faster than commercially available ��Mb

DRAM refresh cycle by factor of twenty� This faster refresh cycle will increase power consumption and

heat dissipation quite a bit because power consumption is directly proportional to operating frequency� If

the word line low voltage is worse than the assumption����V�� the refreshment rate has to be even higher�

Typically DRAM process development is one generation ahead of logic process development in terms of

minimum feature size� ����m logic process and ��Mb DRAM process are contemporary processes� For the

advanced contemporary technologies such as �����m logic process and ���Mb DRAM process� the refresh

rate di�erences stay about same� because leakage current in the logic process decreases and refresh rate of

���Mb DRAM increases to refresh more memory cells�

��� Threshold Voltage

It is extremely important to keep the leakage current as low as possible in DRAM process� and the

transistors are designed for low leakage current� In order to reduce leakage current high threshold voltages
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are required� and that� in turn� slow switching speed down� A typical way to increase threshold voltage in

DRAM is to apply substrate bias� The threshold voltage shift due to substrate bias� �Vt� is proportional

to the voltage between source and substrate and � which is given by

� � ���Cox��
p
�q�siNA ����

Furthermore� the substrate doping concentration�NA� of DRAM process is higher than that of logic process

for the device scaling purpose� The threshold voltage of DRAM process� therefore� is increased more than

��� comparing to that of logic process� This threshold voltage shift causes performance degradation

of logic circuits if they are implemented on DRAM process� However� this problem may be solved by

doing di�erent implant levels in logic transistors than memory array or biasing di�erent wells at di�erent

voltages� Consequently� the complexity of DRAM process will be further increased� which will have a

negative impact on yield and cost� Performance degradation of logic gates due to higher threshold voltage

in DRAM process can be mitigated by circuit techniques� which will be discussed in later section�

��� On�chip Interconnect

Another problem in using DRAM process for logic component than slower switching might be lack of

metal layers� Even the state�of�the�art DRAM process has only four metal layers� whereas the state�of�

the�art logic process has seven metal layers� The number of metal layer di�erence between contemporary

DRAM and logic process is two or three� If chip is routed with less metal layers� the average metal line

will be longer and the longer average metal line will carry higher impedance� stressing drivers that were�

after all� designed for more metal layers environment� In order to minimize the routing penalty of using

DRAM process extra e�orts have to be taken for a cell library development that meets synthesis needs�

Despite that multi�metal layer DRAM process that provides more than four metal layer is being developed

to reduce the average metal length and to lower the resistance of the metal line� it is extremely di�cult to

develop DRAM process that has more than four metal layers because of DRAM�s rough and hilly silicon

surface unless costly trench DRAM cell is used� Therefore� due to stringent yield and reliability requirement

in DRAM process� the number of metal interconnect layers in DRAM process is not likely to match that in

standard logic process in the near future� That leaves the performance penalty due to on�chip interconnect

in merged DRAM�Logic chips as an issue�
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��� Other Issues Related to Logic Process

In the current DRAM process� the DRAM cell leakage current should be less than �fA��m� in order

to pass reliability speci�cation� This is one of the major reasons that DRAM can not be in implemented

using logic process�

In order to increase DRAM density� capacitance per unit area for storage capacitor has to be increased�

That increase requires three dimensional capacitor structure instead of planar technology� and dielectric

layer thickness reduction causes lower breakdown voltage� DRAM processes uses a special dielectric struc�

ture�Oxide�Nitride�Oxide� to increase the breakdown voltage of the storage capacitor� but this structure

is not available on logic process� The last problem of using logic process for DRAM is the capacitance of

bit lines� In order to secure enough sensing margin� the ratio of bit�line capacitance to storage capacitance

should not be more than �� to �� As die size increases by using logic process the routing capacitance will

be increased and it will be another challenging issue to keep that ratio�

Considering those issues described above� it would be reasonable to conclude that DRAM�Logic merged

integrated circuit would be built on a DRAM process�

� Performance Impact of Merged Logic�DRAM on Static Logic Gates

As discussed in the previous section� there are many reasons that DRAM cannot be built using logic

process� Even in DRAM process problem is not free in implementing logic components on the same die as

DRAM� The major problem of using DRAM process to build logic devices is slower speed of logic circuits

because of substrate bias� Despite the fact that DRAM transistors are slower than logic transistors� high

performance systems can still be implemented using DRAM transistors� A DRAM�Logic merged chip that

runs on chip RAMDAC at ���MHz was published in ���� 	�
�

Since logic and memory processes are on diverging paths� there are so many di�erences between DRAM

and logic process parameters� It is very di�cult to study device performance di�erences analytically using

those device parameters� Therefore� three logic processes and two corresponding contemporary DRAM

processes have been used for comparison� and very extensive circuit simulations have been performed using

the device parameters to �nd out gate performance penalty of using DRAM process for logic components�

The three logic processes are ����m� ����m� and ��� CMOS processes� The two DRAM processes are

����m ��Mb and ����m ���Mb DRAM processes� Even though minimum channel lengths of those processes





are di�erent� the processes are contemporary processes� and the performance gap between the logic and

DRAM processes can be extrapolated for advanced process technologies� The process characteristics are

shown in Table I� The simulation was done for the worst case process corner at room temperature with

fanout of four which is average fanout in real microprocessor designs� The device geometry of those

gates were chosen so that the e�ective �p��n ratio becomes two and e�ective driving strength becomes

comparable� For example� the device sizes of inverter is that �W�L�p � ������ and �W�L�n � ������ �

The device sizes of two input nand gate is that �W�L�p � ������ and �W�L�n � ������� Table II shows

the detailed comparison of the average logic gate delay of �ve di�erent gates for both DRAM and logic

process� In order to �nd out the minimum average logic performance penalty of using DRAM process

for logic circuit implementation� SPICE simulations have been performed changing the device sizes of �ve

di�erent primitive gates� Fig�� shows the average penalty as a function of �MD�ML�� MD�ML is the ratio of

�W�L�DRAM to �W�L�LOGIC � As shown in Fig�� the average logic gate performance degradation is about

��� as minimum when �W�L� of the transistors on DRAM process is increased ��� comparing to the

�W�L� of the transistors on logic process for the same gate� The dip in the curve of Fig�� represents the

optimum gate size on DRAM process� If the device size is smaller than the optimum� the driving strength

of the gate is not enough to drive the average fanout�four�� On the other hand� if the device size is larger

than the optimum� the bene�t of increased driving strength is undermined by the increased gate loading�

The ��� device geometry increase will not become a dominant factor for chip area increase� because chip

area increase will be dominated by routing capability of DRAM process which has less level metal layers�

This issue will be addressed in Section � in more detail�

Fig�� shows the average driving capability of the DRAM and logic transistors with di�erent fanout�

Each fanout gates have the same sizes of device and the average gate delay was taken out of the �ve

gates used for the Table II simulation results� DRAM process device tends to have more capacitance

loading because the devices are optimized not for performance but for device density and yield� The input

capacitance CIN of a MOS transistor consists of the following components as shown in Fig��	��
�

�� COS � COD � the source and the drain overlap capacitances resulting from the overlap of the gate on

the source and drain di�usions�

�� CGS � CGD � the gate�to�channel capacitances lumped at the source and drain regions of the channel

respectively�
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�� CGB � the gate�substrate capacitance�

�� COX � Gate Oxide capacitance

fB�v�� fD�v�� fS�v�� FO�v� are voltage dependent functions� Combining those individual terms� CIN is

given by

CIN � CGB � L� fB�v� � CGD �W � CGS �W � COX �W � L� fO�v� � COXW �ls � ld� ����

where ls and ld are the overlap length� In DRAM process� CGB � CGD � CGS � COX � COS � COD are larger

than those of contemporary logic process� because DRAM process is not optimized for performance but

yield� Consequently� those factors increase the input gate capacitance up to ��� for the same fanout gates

comparing to logic devices� And also as mentioned earlier device geometry is increased ��� from logic

process transistor to achieve minimum gate delay penalty� The ����� gate delay performance degradation

in Fig�� matches with the data in Table II�

� Performance Penalty Model on Real CMOS Circuit

In real circuit design� especially very complex systems design like microprocessors� a lot of custom

circuits which have a variety of driving strengths of gates and latches are used� In most of critical path

circuits� device sizes are optimized and ratioed so that a particular edge is faster than the other� If the

critical path circuit has to drive a long distance� the circuit may have to be designed so that it is less

sensitive to any noise and ground bouncing� Therefore� most of the critical path circuits are non�standard

type of gates� In order to investigate the realistic circuit performance penalty on DRAM process� these non�

standard type circuit�s performance has to be studied to �nd out if the circuit performance penalty model

obtained from standard gates can be applied to the non�standard type circuits� The realistic standard

gate circuits have to be also tested to verify the circuit performance penalty model � because the circuit

performance penalty model was extracted from individual gates� The non�standard type circuits have been

selected from both data path and control logic critical path circuits� and the standard type circuits have

been selected from synthesized blocks�

More than �� circuits have been reviewed out of a �� bit microprocessor design to test the circuit

performance penalty model� and total twenty one real critical path circuits have been selected to verify
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the gate delay penalty model from a state of the art ���bit microprocessor� The PMOS transistors had to

be resized and optimized to minimize the logic performance penalty on DRAM process� since the PMOS

performance on DRAM is much worse than PMOS on logic process comparing to NMOS� The circuit� in

Table III is a �� bit adder which is used for an integer execution unit� The rest of the circuits are custom

logic circuits used for both data path and control logic circuits� The last ten circuits�circuit�� � circuit���

are selected from synthesized circuits� The simulation results and gate delay penalty percentages are shown

in Table III� As shown in Table III the logic gate delay penalty is well matched with the model� and it can

be concluded that the penalty model can be applied to both standard gate circuits and non�standard type

circuits�

� Routing Area Penalty

Memory processes have many poly interconnects but less metal layers than logic process� Logic processes

have only one or two poly layers� but it usually has more layers of metal interconnect� With less metal

layers� a penalty has to be paid in routability� size and performance� Longer average metal line will add

more capacitive and resistive load to the driver�

In order to investigate area penalty of CMOS circuits implemented in DRAM process due to less

routability and wiring capacitance increase per net� nine circuits have been selected out of a state�of�the�

art ���bit microprocessor design� and routing simulations have been performed with three metal layers

and �ve metal layers using the same automatic routing and placement tool because metal layers of DRAM

process are at least two layer less than contemporary logic process� The average wiring length per net can

be found by dividing the total metal interconnect length of all the metal layers by the total number of nets

for both three and �ve metal layer cases� The wiring capacitance per net of three level metal layer routing

can be compared to that of �ve metal layer routing� Table IV shows the area and wiring capacitance per

net of these nine test circuits for both three and �ve metal layer processes�

The results show that the wiring capacitance per net is increased by ����� if the same circuit is

routed using three level metal layer process� But the absolute capacitance increase per net is only ����

per net� When the wiring capacitance increase is re�ected on the total gate delay performance penalty�

it is additional ����� But this data is valid for intra�block routing� Considering global clock and power

distribution� the performance penalty due to routability will be much worse than that at intra�block routing
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level chip level depending on chip size and block sizes� Therefore� block partition is critical in order to

minimize the routing penalty� and extra e�orts should be taken for cell library and macro cell development

so that they meet synthesis requirements by leaving more routing channels inside the cell� It is obvious that

the routing channel area will be increased as total number of nets and components in a circuit increase�

Using the routing simulation results in this research� the area penalty model is derived by curve��tting the

simulation results� Fig�� shows the trend of area penalty as a function of total component used and total

number of net�

As shown in Fig��� the area penalty is more sensitive to the number of net than to the number of

components� The �tting equation representing the area penalty trend is given by

Z � ����� � ������ ln�X� � ������ Y ����

where Z is the area penalty and X and Y are number of component and number of net� respectively�

� Alternative Circuit Technology to O�set the Performance Penalty

It is important for circuit designers to select appropriate logic family to implement logic function and

to meet the design speci�cation� Currently low power logic design uses static� dynamic and pass transistor

logic� with current mode logic and special logic families playing a minimal role in the future low power

designs�

Pass transistor logic o�ers reduced transistor count by eliminating the PMOS transistors and it provides

improved speed� However� complementary pass networks are desirable to achieve good logic levels 	��
�

The number of drain�source connections at the output is e�ectively doubled� hence doubling the output

capacitance and making CMOS pass transistor networks inherently slow� As a result� this pass logic o�ers

only moderate area and speed improvements over CMOS static gate logic 	��
� Furthermore� pass transistor

logic is di�cult to implement and NMOS pass gate logic may not fully turn o� PMOS transistor in bu�er

stages leading to the static power dissipation problem�

Special logic circuits include adiabetic circuit� self timed circuits� and current mode logic� Current

mode logic is generally not included in low power circuits because of its inherent static current� And the

primary disadvantage of adiabetic logic is the requirement of the ramp clock� The power supply for this

circuit requires a power resonant circuit to provide the ramp clock signal�
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The primary disadvantage of static CMOS is the requirement of complementary P and N MOS device

networks that consumes area and increases gate loading capacitance by a factor of three comparing to an

equivalent dynamic logic gate� On the other hand dynamic logic gates use only one of the two networks

which form a static gate� taking into account the simplicity of interconnection� for complex blocks of gate

with several inputs a saving of more than ��� in the layout area should be expected� Of course� gate

loading capacitance is a lot smaller than static gates� The CMOS dynamic gates o�er much faster gate

delay than CMOS static gates not only because it has less gate loading but also its gate threshold is actual

device threshold�Static gate�s threshold is generally �VDD�VSS����� Of course� there are several circuit

issues like coupling noise and charge sharing problems� which can be taken care of�

The dynamic gate performance bene�t was further examined using the same methodology for static

gate performance penalty in Section �� Table V� shows the comparison of static and dynamic individual

gates� when they are implemented using DRAM process� The data has been extracted from the comparable

driving strength gate with same fanout�three�� The worse edge delay has been picked among rising and

falling edge edge for static gates delay� and the falling edge has been picked for dynamic gates because

dynamic gates usually have enough precharging time� As shown in Table V� NOR gates are bene�ted more

than nand and inverter gates by using dynamic circuits because PMOS transistor sizes in static NOR gates

are connected in series and gives slower rising time� The performance gain is even more outstanding for

complex gates�

The same critical path circuits used for the logic gates performance penalty analysis in Section � have

been designed using dynamic gates and simulated with DRAM process parameters to test the performance

gain by using dynamic gates for the logic implemented using DRAM process� The results are shown in

Table VI� As shown in Table VI� in most of the cases the penalty of using DRAM process for logic circuits

is overcome by using dynamic gates� Furthermore� since dynamic gates are positive logic gates�AND� OR�

etc� the number of logic level could be reduced by taking advantage of the logic polarity� If the circuit is

composed of a lot of complex gates and XOR gates� the performance gain will be more outstanding�

� Conclusion

It has been found that DRAM�Logic merged chip is to be implemented on DRAM process instead

of logic process based on leakage and sub�threshold current� DRAM refresh rate� threshold voltage� and
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reliability issue� Even in DRAM process problem is not free in implementing logic components on the same

die as DRAM� The major problem of implementing logic circuits on DRAM process is slower speed of logic

circuits because of substrate bias�

This paper presented the circuit performance and routing penalty of using DRAM process for logic

components of DRAM�Logic merged integrated circuits� and alternative circuit technology to o�set the

penalty� The simulation results show that there is ��� logic circuit performance degradation including

routing capacitance penalty when they are implemented using DRAM process� That amount of penalty

can be o�set by using dynamic circuit technologies� Even though this paper has demonstrated the penalty

of using DRAM process in a quantitative manner and will be a good reference for DRAM embedded circuit

design in the future� a lot of device and process issues have to be investigated to develop and improve the

performance of DRAM�Logic merged chips� As some enhancements of DRAM process are being done

to help the performance of logic circuits� more metal layers will be available in ���Mb to �Gb DRAM

processes� However� the routing penalty on DRAM process are still likely to exist when the contemporary

logic and DRAM processes are compared� because the advanced logic process provide better performance

and more metal layers� Of course� there are some alternatives to minimize the penalties at higher costs�

The �rst is to provide di�erent substrates to the logic and DRAM parts by using triple well process� The

second is to use two type of gate oxide thickness� The last alternative is to use trench DRAM cell instead

of stack cell to put more metal layers by providing easy planarization� All of the alternatives can be

accomplished at higher costs� Therefore� the performance and cost analysis is yet to be analyzed to make

DRAM�Logic merged chip more promising�
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Table I� Characteristics of the DRAM and logic processes�

� DRAM Process Logic Process

Parameter ��Mb ���Mb ����m ����m ����m

Channel length ����m ����m ����m ����m ����m

Gate Oxide thickness ����A 	��A 
��A 
��A ����A

N�tr atband vol��V� ��
�		
� �������� ������
	� ����		
�� �� ����	�

P�tr atband vol��V� �������� ���	�
�� ��������� ���	����	 ��� ���
�

N�tr � � �Fermi vol���V� �����	� ���
��� ������	 ������	 �������

P�tr � � �Fermi vol���V� �	����� ������� ������� ���	�
� �������

N�tr mobility�cm���V�sec�� ������� ����
�� ������� ����
�� �

����

P�tr mobility�cm���V�sec�� ��
�	�� 
������ ������� ������� ����
��

��



Table II� Logic gate performance comparison�

� Logic Process	nS
 DRAM Process	nS
 Performance Penalt y	�


Inverter ���� ����� ����

��Nand ����� ����� ����

��Nand ����� ����� ����

��Nor ���� ���� ����

��Nor ����� ���� ���

AVERAGE � � ����

��



Table III� Performance di�erences of critical paths for DRAM and logic process�

� Logic Depth No�of Gates Logic Process�nS� DRAM Process�nS� Perfo rmance Penalty���
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Table IV� Routing and wiring simulation results

� Block Size Area Cap� per net

Block � of Net � of Comp
 � layersq
�m� � layersq
�m� penalty�� � lay er�� � layer�� penalty��

block� ��� ��� �������
� ������� �
	� �� �� ��
��

block� ���� ��		 ���������
	 ����	����
� 	�
�� �� 	� ��
��

block� �	� �	� �������
� ��	���� ��
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�� �� �� ��
��
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Table V� Static and dynamic gate performance comparison on DRAM Process�

� Static Gates	nS
 Dynamic Gates	nS
 Performance Gain	�


��Nand ����� ����� ����

��Nand ����� ���� ����

��Nor ����� ����� ���

��Nor ����� ���� ����

��Xor ����� ����� �����

AVERAGE � � �����
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Table VI� Logic gate performance comparison�

� Static Circuit	nS
 Dynamic Circuit	nS
 Performance Gain	�
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